partner up

Partner
Planner

GOOD

PARTNER CHECKLIST

Before teaming up with a local business, it makes
sense to ask what makes for a really GOOD partner!
When brainstorming your options, try to check at
least three of the boxes from this list:
Ali gned Values
You understand and support each other’s mission. Each partner feels excited to
spread the word about their affiliation with the other.

Si mple Storytelli ng

When it’s time to spread the word about your GOOD Deal, customers can easily
understand why you’re working together. For example, a children's charity
partnered with a kid's boutique makes perfect sense; A substance abuse
support center paired with a wine shop may be confusing.

Audi ence Access
Your existing fanbase and marketing paths - like your social media and email
lists - create access to the kinds of people your partner would like to reach and
vice versa.

Clear Goals
Each partner feels comfortable communicating their goals for the partnership
and is committed to helping the other achieve them.

Marketi ng Plan

You have defined the ways you will spread the word on your GOOD Deal and
each partner knows their role in communicating to their fanbases.
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partner math
How many should you target?
It’s always up to you to decide how many local business
partners to pursue – whether it’s one or 101!
For those nonprofits who wish to use Generopolis to
fund a specific need on a certain timeline, we have some
recommendations and simple math to help you define
how many local business partners should appear on
your initial target list.

financial goal

First, consider the total amount you need to raise and whether you have
time-sensitive funding milestones to achieve.

Number of partners
needed

Next, know that the average GOOD Deal runs for 4-6 weeks and
generates $1,000-$10,000 per local business partnership, depending on
the size of the business and GOOD Deal value offered to customers.
Given your financial goals and these estimates, how many local
business partnerships do you want to secure?

Number of
Partners to Pitch

If you’re working on a time-sensitive deadline, we recommend reaching
out to at least three potential partners for every one you know you need
to secure. Give yourself at least a three-month lead time from the time
you initially reach out to a potential partner to the time you hope the local
business will begin offering your GOOD Deal. It’s true that some
businesses can implement a GOOD Deal the very day you propose the
idea, while others need substantial lead time.

your total
Financial
Goal

funds raised
per business
partner**
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number of
businesses to
pitch

**guideline estimates as follows:
SMALL BUSINESS: $1,000-$3,000 (ex: A single-store fitness studio)
MEDIUM BUSINESS: $3,000-$6,000 (ex: A busy book store)
LARGE BUSINESS: $8,000-$10,000 (ex: A busy restaurant)
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developing your list of targets
You will benefit from partnering with many different types of local businesses. When
brainstorming potential partners, consider building a “target list” for each of these
categories.

Existing Relationships
Many nonprofits have worked with local businesses in the past, even if only in a
small way. Pull your records from prior events, like auctions, raffles and golf
tournaments to see which businesses participated as donors or sponsors. These
relationships are easy upgrades with Generopolis! Also, consider where your staff,
board members and friends have leads you may access.

Close Connections
Businesses that operate in your same industry, have a
relationship to similar subject matter as that within your mission
or operations, or serve a common customer base make great
candidates for partnership anytime, any season.

Easy Extensions
Entirely new types of businesses may be a fit as
your partner when you consider the storytelling
link created by some of your key messages,
compelling mission-related statistics, or specific
seasonal windows.

Brainstorm Your Targets Here
close connections

Existing Relationships

easy extensions
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easy extensions brainstorming
To extend your business target list even farther, our worksheet
encourages you to dissect your mission statement, key
messages and statistics, and special events and occasions.
Where can these things unlock new links to new business types?

search mission
statement

Your mission statement holds some of the keys to easy, intuitive connections
to potential partners. Write your mission statement here and underline words
that link to industries, business types or seasonal shopping occasions.

our mission

search
messages and
statistics

The key messages and statistics you frequently quote when talking about
your nonprofit can unlock additional partnership possibilities. Jot down your
nonprofit’s top 1-3 key messages and statistics, then underline words that
provide connections to industries, business types or seasonal shopping
occasions.

our key
messages and
statistics
search special
occasions

our special
occasions
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Given different business industry cycles, special occasions and holidays,
certain times may be more compelling than others to recruit business partners.
For example, some GOOD Deals are even more exciting when positioned
around a specific window, like a children’s education nonprofit partnering with
a local book shop, toy store and an electronics shop during “back-to-school”
season. Other GOOD Deals make sense anytime – like a clothing boutique
running a GOOD Deal to benefit a nonprofit whose mission is to provide
clothing to homeless women.

partner up

Sample worksheet
Here's a sample worksheet to demonstrate the
brainstorming process from start to finish! Flip to the end
for a blank sheet you can use for your own list-making.

nonprofit name

financial goals
$10,000 for mobile food pantry
$20,000 for operating fund

Kids Count
Dates and
Deadlines
How
many
partners
to pitch

$10,000 by October 1 (use back-to-school window
as call-to-action)
$20,000 by April 1
your
total
Financial
Goal

$30k

funds
raised per
business
partner

$3k

3
3

number of
businesses to
pitch

30

mission
statement

Remove the barriers to learning for students
living in poverty by providing food, clothing,
healthcare, mentoring, tutoring and counseling

key
messages

For the 20% of kids living in poverty, not having
basic needs met – like food, clothing and
healthcare – is the greatest barrier to success in
school
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key seasons &
occasions

key statistics

August: Back-to-School
Month

1 in 7 children live in food
insecurity and depend on
school for access to meals

March: National Nutrition
Month

existing relationships
Prior golf tournament and auction sponsors
Board member relationships - Call Jane & Joe

Frannie's Family Market

Welcome Home Store

Louie's Taphouse

Dog Treat Time

The Kitchen Shop

Family Time Diner

The Washery

close connections

Bookstores, office supply stores, clothing shops, toy
stores, tutoring or learning-focused providers

Kid Toyland

Computer Geeks R Us

Coding Unlimited

Sally's Staples

Kid Kolor Boutique

A Child's Place

Novels and Bites

Book & Coffee Haus
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easy Extensions
Food Focus: 1 in 7 children live in food insecurity:
Restaurants, markets, farmers markets, convenience stores,
bakeries, ice cream stores

Genny's Farmer's Market

Food Inc

Fresh Food Co

Yum Place

Frozone

Food Worx

Bites and Bagels
August/Back-to-School Month: Any business that serves
the “back to school” market, like monogram shops,
consignment stores, meal prep services, photographers,
bakeries, salons, sports equipment shops

Kid Toyland

Computer Geeks R Us

Coding Unlimited

Sally's Staples

Kid Kolor Boutique

A Child's Place

Novels and Bites
March/National Nutrition Month: “Healthy” restaurants,
supplement stores, health and nutrition retailers,
nutrition coaches, weight loss centers

HealthCo

Healthful Living

Vitamins and More

Smoothie Palace

Supplement Supply
Trim and Fit
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partner up

Partner planning worksheet
Use these pages to develop your own list
of potential partners

nonprofit name

financial goals

Dates and
Deadlines
How
many
partners
to pitch

your
total
Financial
Goal

funds
raised per
business
partner

mission
statement
key
messages
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3
3

number of
businesses to
pitch

key seasons &
occasions

key statistics

existing relationships
Names of leads to pursue:

close connections
Names of leads to pursue:
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easy Extensions

Key Window/Occasion/Message 1:
Names of leads to pursue:

Key Window/Occasion/Message 2:

Names of leads to pursue:

Key Window/Occasion/Message 3:
Names of leads to pursue:
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partner up

email pitch guide
We know it can be intimidating to approach local businesses and pitch them on the idea of
raising funds for you. Remember: one of the most exciting things about Generopolis is the
opportunity for you to re-frame your conversation from the traditional model - what you’re
asking FROM local businesses – to what you’re bringing TO them. Here are some
templates to help you with the process.

Customize the grey fields of these email templates and send to the owner/manager of
your local business targets. Note that you will rarely get a response from an emailonly approach to outreach to local businesses. Instead, think of these emails as
support for your phone and/or in-person contact with your business targets.

Initial Email Outreach
Remember that most “cold” emails will not receive a response. You should call and/or visit the business
immediately after sending an email like this. As you navigate your way to a human or a voice mailbox, refer to
the fact that “more information is already sitting in your inbox.” Important: Customize all red fields in this
template.

Dear [Manager/Owner of Business XYZ],
I’m reaching out about a new charitable opportunity that will grow your sales, customer
contact list and social media reach while also raising funds [charity name and/or key
message here].
I’ve attached a flyer, and here’s a link to a video explaining how it works. I will follow up
this email with a [call/visit on DATE] to see if we can talk further.
Thanks so much,
[Signature and Title, Nonprofit Name]
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follow up email for after phone calls or visits where
you didn't meet the manager/owner
Often, you’ll need to send a follow-up email after an interaction with local businesses, particularly when only
non-managerial employees were present to speak with you when you called/stopped by. Customize this
email template as needed, then continue to follow up via phone and in-person until you reach the
owner/manager.

Dear [Manager/Owner of Business XYZ],
I just [called/visited] and spoke to [Employee Name] about a new charitable opportunity
that will grow your sales, customer contact list and social media reach while also raising
funds for [charity name and/or key message here].
I’m following up with a link to a video explaining how it works. Of course it’s always better
to talk in person. Are you free on [Date/Time] for a [VISIT/CALL/ZOOM]?
Thanks so much,
[Signature and Title, Nonprofit Name]

follow up email to interested targets
It’s a great feeling when you call/visit a business target, connect with exactly the right person, and they note
their interest in partnering with you. Customize this email template as needed, then continue to follow up via
phone and in-person until you secure your partner.

Dear [Manager/Owner of Business XYZ],
It was so exciting to connect with you today about partnering on a Generopolis fundraiser,
a new charitable opportunity that will grow your sales, customer contact list and social
media reach while also raising funds for [charity name and/or key message here].
As we discussed, I’m following up with a link to a video further explaining how it works.
Are you free on [Date/Time] for a [VISIT/CALL/ZOOM] so that we can [next steps you
agreed on here – like “nail down the best window to run the promotion, discuss the exact
deal and donation amount you think will resonate and/or discuss the marketing
approach]?
Thanks so much,
[Signature and Title, Nonprofit Name]
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additional pitch materials
Visit Generopolis.com and navigate to G
University / "G 101" to download and customize
these templates and images

video invitation to partners
Option 1: A YouTube video invitation that you can
share with businesses you wish to recruit. It’s a quick
snapshot to help them understand what Generopolis
is and why it’s a great opportunity for them. You can
even download this video from YouTube and place
your own nonprofit logo at the beginning and end
using Canva or your favorite video editor!

flyer invitation template
Option 2: It's great to have a stack of flyers always on
hand and available as your daily flow takes you into
your personal preferred local businesses. When
you’re an actual customer at a business, it can feel
easy and natural to ask for the establishment’s
manager and present the partnership opportunity. Our
flyers leave the top section available for you to insert
your own logo and call-to-action, while communicating
important information about how Generopolis works
on the lower portion.

images to diy your own
invitation
Option 3: Individual PNG files you can download to
create your own unique flyer that suits you individual
design style and needs
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good Deal Planner

good Deal Overview
What is a

good Deal?

A good Deal is any type of offer that a business
is willing to provide to their customer in
exchange for a donation to your nonprofit. A
good Deal can be a discount, a bonus, an
upsell, a buy-one-get-one, a free product or any
other promotional incentive that your business
partner wishes to offer. Explore the items below
to see what makes a deal extra good .

The best deals drive profitable sales
The most important thing about selecting your promotion is that it must be a “win” for the business when
customers claim the deal. Some examples include:
The deal drives existing customers to try a new offering. An example would be
offering a discount on a new flavor within a highly profitable or popular line.
The deal nudges customers to buy more, driving up total spending at the
business. An example would be creating a deal where you “spend $30 or more,
get $10 off” or “buy two items, get the third 50 percent off.”
The business can stack “GOOD Deal” status on top of promotional deals they
already have planned and budgeted for the year. It seems counterintuitive, but our
data shows that a GOOD Deal donation stacked on top of a promotion or sale the
business routinely uses – even if it reduces overall customer savings – can boost
sales performance by double digits. An example would be a business that usually
runs a “25% off purchase” sale in November. We recommend keeping that sale
but stacking it with a $10 GOOD Deal donation as the requirement for the
customer to unlock the deal. In the business’ standard November sale format, if
the customer spends $100, they’d save $25. In the GOOD Deal donation format, if
the customer spends $100, they’d save $25, but also pay $10 in charitable
donations, reducing overall savings to $15. Interestingly, the charitable donation
often increases customer participation, rather than softening sales performance.
The deal moves unwanted inventory. For example, in highly seasonal businesses
or businesses where inventory spoils, GOOD Deals can help the business sell
through inventory at a deep discount while creating charitable impact. If the
inventory was already planned for sale at a low margin or even a loss, why not do
some GOOD while executing the necessary sell-off?
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OFFERS AMAZING
CUSTOMER
VALUE

Simply put, customers must be moved into action because of the exciting
depth of discount or the exclusive availability of the item. If the deal is not
available to enough customers or is only offered on unpopular items, it will do
little for the business or the nonprofit. For example, if the GOOD Deal is only
offered on “Widget A,” which only comes in a color, flavor or size that 10
percent of customers like, your fundraiser will not perform well.

includes a link
to your
nonprofit

The GOOD Deal, itself, can be a great way to build a bridge between your
partner's business and your nonprofit's messaging. For example, if you’re a
food pantry and know that it costs $10.10 to feed a family for a day, you might
consider a GOOD Deal for $10.10 off a purchase of “Widget A.” The striking
price point can serve as an opportunity for store employees to easily
communicate the “why” of the deal while spreading your nonprofit’s brand and
mission. Alternately, if you’re a heart health nonprofit running a GOOD deal
during February, perhaps your business partners can create GOOD Deals on
items that are red or have a heart theme.

EASY TO
IMPLEMENT

The business must be able to deliver on the deal easily and within their current
business systems. Overly complicated deals are not only confusing to the
customer, but also to the business employees charged with executing them.
For example, if your deal offers a percent off purchase, the employees at the
register must have a way to activate the discount within their system. GOOD
Deal QR Codes and their accompanying email receipts can be programmed
with a “coupon code” that employees at the register can key in if that is helpful
to their business operations.
An example of an overly burdensome deal would be a structure that requires
employees to get manager approval, manual manager overrides, or “key turns”
at the register every time a customer wants to redeem a GOOD Deal.
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Donation Planner

WHAT'S THE RIGHT DONATION AMOUNT?
Once you have created your
Deal, it’s time to set
good
the donation amount that customers pay to “unlock” the
deal. We have a few tips to help you set an optimal
donation amount.

maintain
customer
value

Remember that the required customer donation to unlock the GOOD Deal essentially
decreases the overall discount or value offered to the customer. Make sure that the
required donation is less than or equal to the savings the customer will experience by
participating in the GOOD Deal. For example, if the deal offers a $10 savings on a
purchase, a $5 donation might be appealing. The better the overall savings to the
customer, the more likely they will be to participate - and the better your fundraiser will
perform.

bridge to
mission
message

Get creative on ways that the dollar donation amount can help you create a branded
“mission moment” with customers. For example, if your nonprofit often quotes a statistic
that $5.06 can feed a child lunch for a day, consider using $5.06 as the required
donation amount. The striking price point can serve as an opportunity for store
employees to easily communicate the “why” of the deal while spreading your brand and
mission.

dON'T AIM
TOO LOW

Remember that Generopolis retains $.49 plus 10% of each customer donation to defray
Paypal credit card and other costs. Because of this admin fee, a $1.00 donation does
not provide enough return on your fundraising efforts. We recommend a $5 minimum
donation amount unless you’re certain that your deal is going to be claimed by a very
high number of customers.

CONSIDER
MULTIPLE
DONATION
LEVELS

It’s completely acceptable – even encouraged – if your business partner wants to run
multiple types of deals over the course of your GOOD Deal promotional window or if
they would like to experiment with customer choice on the donation amount.
Multiple Deals Example: A restaurant wants to offer a buy-one-get-one-free entrée
promotion for lunch and dinner. The lower lunch menu price points may make a $7
donation appropriate for the lunch special, but a $17 donation value would be a better fit
at dinner. In that case, the restaurant would print the $7 QR code in their lunch menu but
use a $17 QR code in their dinner menu.
Customer Choice Example: We have seen that, when customers are offered two
potential donation amounts, 65 percent of customers select the higher donation level
despite the decrease to their own overall savings. So if a clothing boutique was
considering running a “25% off your purchase” deal, they may wish to place two QR
codes at the register, side-by-side, and let customers choose whether to scan at a $5
level or $10 level.
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qr code planner

requesting & displaying your qr code
With your good Deal set and your donation amount
defined, the next step is to request your free QR Code
found at Generopolis.com. Either the nonprofit or the
business may make the request, and you can request as
many unique codes as you wish. These are our
recommendations on claiming and displaying your codes.

request your
QR code(S)

When requesting your free QR Code at Generopolis.com, your business partner
should decide whether to request one or several codes for your GOOD Deal.
One Code: You should request just one QR Code if your business partner
plans to run only one type of deal at one set donation amount.
Multiple Codes: You should request multiple unique codes if your business
partner plans to run multiple types of deals that require different customer
donations, or if your business partner plans to let the customer decide
between several set donation amounts.
Multiple Deals Example: A restaurant wants to offer a buy-one-get-onefree entrée promotion for lunch and dinner. The lower lunch menu price
points may make a $7 donation appropriate for the lunch special, but a
$17 donation value would be a better fit at dinner. In that case, the
restaurant would print the $7 QR code in their lunch menu but use a $17
QR code in their dinner menu.
Customer Choice Example: We have seen that, when customers are
offered two potential donation amounts, 65 percent of customers select
the higher donation level despite the decrease to their own overall
savings. So if a clothing boutique was considering running a “25% off
your purchase” deal, they may wish to place two QR codes at the
register, side-by-side, and let customers choose whether to scan at a $5
level or $10 level.

create qr
code signs

Generopolis will deliver your unique codes in the form of PNG files. You can
create signs to post throughout the business, place the QR codes in menus or
include them anywhere you choose. If possible, we recommend including your
own logo and a short mission statement along with your code so that customers
scanning the code can read a brief headline about the “why” of your partnership
with that business.
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display
your qr
code

Your GOOD Deal is immediately ready for customers to scan it from the moment you
receive your QR Code. It goes “live” as soon as your business partner displays it.
When displaying your code, make sure it is visible at the point where customers pay.
If customers pay at a table, like in a restaurant, ensure the code is printed in the
menu or sits on every table top. If customers pay at a register, make sure the code is
displayed at each checkout station.
-

train
staff

The process of redeeming a QR Code is as follows:
Customer scans the QR Code and is directed to a Generopolis PayPal site coded
with your deal, your set donation amount, the business name, the nonprofit name
and any special code your business partner wishes to include.
Customer pays using their PayPal account or manually enters their credit card
information.
Customer shows their PayPal receipt to the checkout employee
Checkout employee delivers the advertised promotional deal, taking whatever
actions are required by the store, such as adjusting the price the customer must
pay the business (example: applying a 10 percent discount to the entire check,
handing the customer a free bonus item, voiding out the cost of a particular item
on the check, etc.)
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